
When Christopher Paul Curtis hit the first pitch right out of the park with his debut (winner 

of both a Coretta Scott King Honor and the Newbery Medal), reviewers recognized that there 

was literary magic here, but struggled to agree on a genre under which to file it.  The 

Bulletin’s Betsy Hearne accurately described it as “startling, innovative,” noting along with 

others the myriad of domestic goings-on within the Watson household (particularly narrator 

Kenny and his older brother Byron) that led to their odyssey to Grandma Sands’ home in 

Birmingham, and the whiplash-inducing reroute of the plot when little Joetta Watson is 

thought to have been at church (unnamed, but presumably the Sixteenth Street Baptist 

Church) when the building was bombed.  Hearne was not alone in emphasizing the “comic-

epic proportions” of the drive itself that preceded the tragic shift, but, as more than two 

decades of familiarity with this beloved title has blunted the surprise twist, it becomes easier 

to see that Curtis prepared his audience for the jolt with plenty of unease and foreboding.  

Scenes of By’s beat-down of the kid who stole his brother’s gloves are downright brutal, the 

family’s vulnerability to racist attack in the late night woods of Tennessee is creepy, Kenny’s 

hallucinatory encounter with the Wool Pooh is terrifying, and the disciplinary practice of 

loving Momma (who tries to burn By’s fingers to teach him not to play with matches) would 

now warrant a report to DCFS.   

 In his “Dear Reader” addendum to the 2013 reprint, issued on the fiftieth anniversary 

of the Baptist Church bombing, Curtis speaks of that atrocity as “a turning point in the long 

struggle for civil rights” and remarks how the perpetrators’ “cowardice and savagery 

galvanized and awakened the American public in a way nothing else had.”  Today’s readers, 

seared with images of a white policeman’s knee on a Black man’s neck, may be more keenly 



attuned to the grim persistence of that cowardice and savagery, and therefore quicker to 

sense where, despite the comic misdirection, Curtis had been steering them all along.   

- Elizabeth Bush, Reviewer 

 


